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GOALKEEPER TRAINING -QUICKNESS
Posted by STLCoach - 18 Mar 2009 10:54

_____________________________________

Remember in goalkeeper training, 8-10 reps is good fitnesstechnical training. alwasy work your
keepr hard for 8-10 reps then rest.
The keeper starts sitting on the ground with a server 15 yards away with a ball.
The server slaps the ball and the keeper must stand up quickly (without using his hands to get up) while
the server lofts a high ball and the keeper then goes up and catches a high ball.
This is done 10 times.
Next, the keeper does the same thing but instead of catching the ball, he must punch the ball so that it
clears the servers head (to save time, position someone behind the server to retrieve balls)
This is done 10 times.
Next position an &quot;attacking player&quot; in front of the keeper. This player also starts in a sitting
position and when the server slaps the ball, both the keeper and the attacker get up and try to win the
ball (the attacker with the head and the keeper with the hands). The keeper may either catch or punch
the ball (depending on the situation with the attacker).
This is done 10 times.
Next do the same thing but now the server has a second ball at his feet. If the keeper punches the ball,
the server then shoots the second ball so that the keeper must quickly recover and prepare for the
second shot.
Each of these stages are done very quickly so that as soon as the keeper catches or punches the ball
properly, he gets back down and starts again. It's a great way to work on catching, punching, decision
making and fitness, all at the same time
============================================================================

DEALING WITH OPPONENTS IN WALL
Posted by STLCoach - 22 Oct 2009 03:45

_____________________________________

Today's topic deals with having opponents in the wall when you are defending free kicks.
The reason you, as a goalkeeper, want to have a wall when defending free kicks is for the wall to make
the area you have to defend to prevent a direct goal smaller. Without a wall, you need to defend all 8
yards of the width of the goal. With a wall, you want the wall to prevent a direct shot on goal towards part
of the goal so instead of defending 8 yards of width, you might only have to defend 4 or 6 yards.
In the diagram below, the black team has a direct free kick. The keeper has chosen to have a 3 man
wall to prevent a straight shot toward the near post.

The more players in the wall, the more of the goal is protected. However, the more people in the wall,
the further the keeper is from the center of the goal and if a ball is played over the wall, the more players
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in the wall, the less likely the keeper has enough time to get over and make the save.
Because of this, the keeper wants enough players in the wall to make the goal smaller but not too many
players in the wall to make it impossible to guard the goal.
Things become more complicated when the opponent puts a couple of players in the wall.

The offensive players in the world are trying to do a couple of things. First, they are trying to block the
vision of the keeper. The more players in that area (regardless of which team the players are on) the
harder for the keeper to see. Another thing these players are trying to do is deflect the ball as it's
shooting past them.
The best way for the defending team to deal with this issue is to place a player behind each of the
opposing players in the wall.
While this still makes it difficult for the keeper to see the ball and to cover chips over the wall, it does
address the issue of the deflections. The defenders behind the opponents are there to try to block any
shot or deflection that might come there way.
If there are too many people in the wall, the keeper wont be able to position himself on the end of the
wall (but further back) and instead will have to move closer to the middle of the goal and try to get low
and see the ball through the various players legs.
It's important for the keeper to communicate to his team exactly what he wants in these situations.
There really aren't right and wrong ways to do things in these situations but rather, each keeper will have
a preference and will need to make sure the entire team is on the same page and is doing what they
want.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFO ON KEEPER TRAINING CONTACT COACH AT
AIINGTII@HOTMAIL.COM
============================================================================

GOALKEEPER TRAINING -WAIST HIGH SAVE
Posted by STLCoach - 12 Nov 2009 02:40

_____________________________________

Welcome to the Goalkeeping Newsletter. Today's topic deals with catching balls that are waist high.
Watching many keepers warm up, when the ball is tossed or kicked toward their waist, they will lower
their hands and with their wrists bent, will try to catch the ball in the same basic hand position as if they
were catching a ball chest height. This means their hands are either in a W or diamond shape.
The problem with this is it's not a the way they will be able to catch a hard shot waist high in a game. If
they were to try to catch a hard shot using this technique, the best that could happen would be they
would drop the ball. The worst is they will injure their wrists.
The proper way to catch a ball that is waist height is using the same hand positioning as if the ball were
at the knees. The palms are close together facing outward, fingers pointed down and upon making
contact with the ball, the hands are behind and under the ball with the forearms directly behind the ball.
The chest and head are over the ball so that if you bobble the ball, it will fall down to the ground and you
can quickly scoop it up.
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So if this is the proper way to catch a ball, why do keepers catch softer balls in training using the
incorrect method? The simple answer is the incorrect mthod is also the easier way and they chose the
easy way because many people are lazy by nature. It's easy to be a lazy goalkeeper but the good
goalkeepers try to do things right every time and not just when it's the easy way.
On balls that are waist high, get your body behind the ball, hands in the proper position, upper body
over the ball and develop the good habit's that will be needed in a real game situation.
============================================================================

GOALKEEPER TRAINING QUICK FOOTOWRK DRILLS
Posted by STLCoach - 17 Nov 2009 09:06

_____________________________________

Using their hands to make a save is obviously the first thought anybody has about shot stopping.
But, if the goalkeeper is not in position they’ll never get the chance to use their hands.
Fast feet - Cover the ground as fast as possible to make the save.
Handling - Priority should always be to catch the ball, but if catching is not possible, where can the ball
be safely deflected to.

You need one goal and six cones placed six yards from the goal line with one yard between each cone.
The coach stands approximately 10 yards from goal line. The goalkeeper must be “on their toes” at
starting position.
Server calls “Go” for the goalkeeper to start.
The goalkeeper moves quickly between the cones.
Ball is served as goalkeeper gets to last cone.
Encourage the goalkeeper to step “into line/down the line” of the ball.
Recovery saves: if goalkeeper doesn’t catch the shot, they must quickly get back up and cover the
rebound.
Progress by getting the goalkeeper to complete the footwork facing the goal, then spinning when they
reach the last cone. This reduces the amount of reaction time they have. Add a server at the other end.
As soon as a save is made the keeper repeats the drill in the opposite direction.
COACHES YOU CAN USE POLES AS WELL FOR THIS DRILL.
============================================================================

cIOPVcA

Posted by GlalryJax - 21 Dec 2012 06:45
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_____________________________________

One other advantage you can get is cost-free bingo control cards that can be used to try out bingo and
chat with expert bingo internet players. No cost bingo unit cards is going to allow you to use the
attributes of a variety of bingo web sites and also have fun with bingo whilst most convenient internet
sites. You will then can attain practice simply by playing online bingo as well as get back to the web site
of anyone's selection that can be played bingo in addition to triumph massive a price. On the internet
bingo permits the folks to try out just about the most time-honored and also epitome of excitement
associated with making friends along with obtaining victory in hard earned cash awards on their desktop.
Go about a good bag connected with M&Ms. Teach folks to eat as much as they would such as.
Immediately ask them to count the volume of candies in their cards. Each person in that case uses a
switch standing along with sharing with because many things about his or her self as well as their own
family members as they get M&M's. However no one is allowed to partake of the M&Ms until eventually
they have got received his or her switch. [URL=http://bestcasinoonlinebonusbonusesliveuk.co.uk online casino[/URL - Ouch! All of the statistics... Then these head hurts! Today people who find
themselves crazy about still having bingo video game in casinos tend to be migrating toward online
bingo game. This is because bingo web page assures several offers and various bonuses in the form of
loyalties etc. Web sites feature absolutely free bingo bonus sport for you to its routine playing consumers
that can include time to drive more resources gifts as well as there will be an expansion around sites
designation. 4Elite online casino video games
Focused Customer support Or simply questioned in cases where everything you learn about
Engagement Showering Activity is exact? Consider the next few paragraphs as well as see what is
available whatever you recognize into the newest information on Bridal Bath tub Sport. How can
Readers Chose the A large number of From a Bingo Review
[URL=http://bestcasinoonlinebonusbonusesliveuk.co.uk - casino bonus[/URL - Easy methods to Make
Your Pro Site Without cost Together with Weebly There isn't a spirits quite like it all? Damaging your
bank cards to indicate to certain images, winning profits gains and several hours regarding amusing and
also comfort. It is Damage Bank cards!! A lot of despised this storyline as a gossip nonetheless they
later on found see that they gotten factor to be concerned about. This kind of took place when wink
bingo, which is probably the primary sites to get on the web bingo, plotted for you to finish the no lodge
bingo extra in addition to provided some deadline.
Keep in mind to create a time due date in which implies until such time as exactly what moment a
person have fun with a casino game involving lady luck and probability. You could check out
&quot;splines&quot; outlined. These types of usually are formally portion of the ship brace, and yet may
be teeth around the motivate the whole length. The particular brace link will be built to place a new base
which includes a specific selection of splines. Bingo is probably the most well-known World wide web
video games of lands including Ough. T in addition to U. South. Documents point out the particular
economic value connected with Bingo is estimated in order to combination one million us dollars by the
stop associated with 2010. Bingo just happens to be believed for being by far the most beloved pass
period connected with You. T women which are from the ages associated with 20-25. Competently, your
modern hot speak associated with Bingo planet is without a doubt the introduction of On the web Bingo
PayPal. Of course, the actual brand new hair tool associated with Give mate like a method of payment
comes with revolutionized the particular Bingo game universe. Paypal bingo is actually regarded as
being the particular safest and the most well-liked remedy participate in the action.
[URL=http://bestcasinoonlinebonusbonusesliveuk.co.uk - best online casino[/URL - services during
Sacramento, California's finance region. Sacramento, When playing at a bingo hall you only have a
choice of playing 1 game at a time and each game is either a 90 ball or a 75 game, usually using exact
same sums connected with money along with lots of individuals betting. When you playing on the web
you will get an enormous select involving the numerous bingo hotel rooms you are able to join, most of
together with various players, gifts and various twists around the online game. You as well are able to
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pre-book flight tickets. Bingo web sites on the web moreover offer you particular sign-up bonuses,
special offers and other very good bonus products for example cost-free bingo and dollar bingo. All
these are a great twirl with winning bingo on the web and acquire more men and women registering into
the bingo web-sites. Just before online community usaha arrived choice promoting and marketing
possibly will certainly not actually are there while not some form of disruption marketing. Prospective
customers would definitely usually have to be sold mindful of brand new products/services and get their
particular regard grabbed by some means. Suddenly together with social network marketing most of us
not anymore should get the opt-in to our wide variety just before you can contact individuals. With sites
like Facebook almost all we must do is definitely search for folks within our found field as well as bingo,
we could connect with similar to oriented persons who may have a in the services or products. This
particular permits us to have interaction upon a much more man or women level. We can at this time get
acquainted with somebody and also demonstrate to them what we've regarding. The moment you will
have a connection gowns advanced by natural means to the host to entrust, and then it all is really in
order to talk industry. This is when choice affiliate marketing really pertains the actual fore.
Remember good words you should A number of letters offer you a much bigger objects if so people,
program they will have proven to be difficult to utilise to your video game aboard. Memorize as many
words and phrases that have these kinds of very important letters (such as Z ., Back button, T, and in
addition Queen) as is possible. Once you can easily, that you are about to navigate to your personal
concerns rising quickly. Not merely complete these types of bingo comparing sites give online websites
offering free bingo, you could moreover earn extra no cost bingo funds by way of intricate for all these
contrast web sites. You can apply this particular through adding to evaluations, remarks along with
re-writing information about on your own. Every time you contribute to these contrast sites, they will
gives you elements in addition to these points may then come to be redeemed for the purpose of
voucher codes to become suited for your bingo website of the selection. a few. Earnings for every single
Bingo bankcard [URL=http://bestcasinoonlinebonusbonusesliveuk.co.uk - casino bonus[/URL - Possibly
if you want to check out the latest bingo online web site next to much better assistance, here are a few
THAT principles feel free to use to shield oneself. First and foremost, either invest in and also get a hold
of an improved item of antivirus software. You need to do that to the budget, their worth checking out
AVG Antivirus, which offers a free of charge version to have household end users. The us government
has recently become different legal guidelines, credit acknowledgement cards can no longer use to get
on the internet video games. Banking institutions surely to help system business for on the net gaming
purposes. Because of, folks that utilize charge cards to advance the medical care data are inspired.
about three. UNIVERSAL SERIES BUS cup of warmer. For the office dwellers in existence, this tends to
guide encourage your website as well as continue the cocktails comfortable and at poker hand. No more
travels on the coffee machine pertaining to organic toasty chocolate.
============================================================================
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Posted by GlalryJax - 23 Dec 2012 04:07
_____________________________________

Live A muslim Allows Online Bingo Reinvent On its own Regarding Prolonged Tropical isle The present
engineering advancements have led to a on the number of online home theater products. With them
have become the varied computer sports that come in several kinds. However, for you to take pleasure
in the wonderful face made available from these kind of game titles, you must have an understanding of
them certainly. The following are several popular alternatives that may be found online:
[URL=http://bestcasinoonlinebonusbonusesliveuk.co.uk - online casino uk[/URL - Large number of
games available for the people. The particular extra solutions are actually pretty as soon as you begin
betting feel commence trying to get more bonus products. Which is main fascination with the casino
online game. You have not really pay the price every thing and in addition you continues to pay the price
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the reward sum will be extra back. The initial reward these sites offer you is quite major and this tends to
make these folks popular among the dealt with along with brand-new players throughout the world. Your
online games are generally real-time based which is howcome the adrenaline excitment possibly. You
recently cannot leave almost any activity in the centre. These kinds of games are incredibly hard to kick
as well as nerve wrenching that you enter crazy about. I've handled along with hugged people whom the
entire world message or calls poor, up till now the state of mind are generally astonishingly expectant. It
really is that desire that I must get back. Truly utilised which usually African ordeal to help re-frame my
thinking, in order that I am cognizant as well as pleased for all the abundance which i have, and then for
the particular big possibilities People, and i also could ensure people that this home market turn down is
definitely microscopic in comparison towards the problems of overall persons actually starving for you to
loss of life! Bingo Sites - Why Many of us Keep Coming back
Mums Perform On-line Bingo Online games If you are searching using a terminology including improve
on the web traffic&quot; won't overlook hyphenated copies of your identical period of time. Influenced by
Concept Tracker &quot;increase on the web traffic&quot; is normally needed 186 times daily at BING
solo. The no hyphenated type has in excess of 1, 000 webpages stated for any intitle: search on Google.
While the hyphenated edition only seems to have twenty-one online websites recognized. Ways to
Participate in: [URL=http://bestcasinoonlinebonusbonusesliveuk.co.uk - online casino[/URL - Internet
Bank Providers The attraction of your web-based version commenced right after the 1990's internet
increase. The truth is, bingo ended up being the primary of many world wide web casino-type video
games to be able to onto the video gaming arena. Previously 10 years there have been a multitude of
zero cost online bingo sites that contain enhanced extensive groups of battlers to create with each other
players for huge kettle awards. Set of 50 thoughts through the lesson
Heavier Discounts with Group/Corporate Reservations c. Price in the control cards, which usually
enable you to be a part of the actual bingo online game. This really is critical, since you can find it
frustrating whenever soon after 15-20 seconds involving subscription and satisfying with the rest of the
thank you's, you locate that minimum pay-in is not within your price range. The choice for a fledgeling
into the sector to join some sort of system of already recognized bingo internet pages. This lets these to
love some great benefits of gamer and jackpot liquidity. St Minver's web-site, the particular International
Bingo Site, shows up a listing of whitened packaging your media makes which may have joined society
regarding on the net bingo game. This lets names such as Virgin mobile in addition to Google to
advantage of demonstrated proper jackpots as well as avid, although acquiring the benefits of a great
formerly established brand as well as in-house advertisements approaches.
[URL=http://bestcasinoonlinebonusbonusesliveuk.co.uk - online casino uk[/URL - Celebrity Bingoers
Enough sites on the internet propose to be the very best bingo web-site still trustworthiness of this same
relates merely to those dreaded. All these bingo web-sites create their website from the nearly all
attractive style for you to support number 1 position on the small business connected with online bingo
video game titles. The wide range of on the internet online games is simply restricted to the visualization.
Card games really are being among the most well-known including Blackjack, Colorado Keep them, and
online poker. Traditional board games which includes checkers, chess, as well as monopoly can be
found too. Many other big fun video game titles such as Yahtzee, Battleship, as well as Bingo.
Finally, there are actually witout a doubt called game titles that are enjoyed a new enclosed playing
card. Inside these types of game, the particular amounts are actually emerge advance. The odd-even
bingo sport is often a variant, where initial number decreased determines perhaps the sport shall be odd
or maybe called. As on-line bingo is escalating the quality of websites looking along the web is usually
extraordinary. All while using similar purpose of providing endless entertaining only for those who adore
bingo and also possiblity to it's the perfect time along with the anticipation connected with probably
profiting a big jackpot. some. THE COMPANY: You may realise betting online certainly regarded web 2 .
undertaking. In fact, it's quite the opposite. Online bingo websites currently have Forums that mirror your
bedside speak about located in bingo halls. [URL=http://bestcasinoonlinebonusbonusesliveuk.co.uk -
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online casino bonus[/URL - Using very expensive base that can be played in, online bingo ?s known for
a larger world wide crowd and because regarding an extraordinarily massive contribution, your jackpots
on this subject podium happen to be very much higher as well. Thus, the particular temptations to grab
these types of gains is normally somewhat bigger hence attractive more and more bingo folks to obtain
on the internet to be able to think large numbers of. FirePay. Together with your biosignature system is
an physical exercise strategy of which is designed to function as a effectively for you and also this will be
established alongside a proper diet program which is to be constructed to suit your physique. This will
likely cause dependable fat reduction in all of the actual areas you think are expected. You will go home
with a new human body, greater food regimen along with healthful bodily hormones.
============================================================================
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